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Simón Bolívar: The Story of the
Man Who Freed Latin America
Simón Bolívar. Die Lebensgeschichte
des Mannes, der Lateinamerika
befreite

review

El Libertador, Simon Bolivar, was South America’s most charismatic

hero. Born in 1783 in Caracas, Venzuela, into an extremely wealthy,

landowning family descended from the Spanish royal family, he died

in 1830 in Columbia as a poor and ostracised man. From the sighting

of Napoleon in Paris which stirred the young man’s blood, to teaming

up with veteran revolutionist and freedom fighter Francesco Miranda

and founding the Patriotic Party, he was determined to free

Venezuela from the shackles of the Spanish motherland: on 5 July

1811 independence was declared. Military leader, politician, great

thinker, prolific writer, womanizer, Bolivar was instrumental in

achieving independence. But he was no god. Rehrmann succeeds in

humanising the revolutionary. An insightful evaluation also of the

myth of Bolivar in South American politics and culture now, this timely

biography is engrossing.
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press quotes

‘An engaging biography.’– Süddeutsche Zeitung

‘This lively analysis reveals Bolívar as one driven by

ideals, but brutal, more of a legend than an example to

the current Latin American governments.’– Literarische

Welt
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